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Real Estate Financing 101: Common Scenarios When A
Private Money Loan is The Right Choice
Real estate investors need quick access to funds to pounce at potentially lucrative opportunities.
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Although financing has always been the go-to option for investors, private money or
alternative loans are becoming increasingly popular these days.

What is a Private Money Loan?
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For those unaware, private money
lenders offer loans to investors seeking
immediate financing. A short-term loan, a
private money loan can be of different
types, from hard money to fix and flip.

Therefore, before applying for a private
money loan, you should ascertain
whether you need it. Here are some signs
that indicate you should apply for a
private money loan.

While private money loans offer many
benefits to investors, such as flexible
terms and conditions, quick turnaround,
etc., they come with high interest rates.
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You Have a Low Credit Score

review your loan application.

All traditional lenders, including banks check applicant’s credit
scores during the underwriting process. Why? It’s simply
because your credit score helps them determines your
financial worthiness or your ability to repay the loan.

A private money loan is a great option for those who don’t
want to wait too long to obtain cash for their funds. Not only is
the application process simpler than a bank application, but
private money lenders and applicants can negotiate the terms
If you have a bad credit history or less than stellar credit and conditions of the loan.
score, you’re in trouble. Even if you get financing, there’s a
You Cannot Prove Your Income
great chance that you may be charged with high excessively
Banks require applicants to prove a reliable source of income.
high interest rates (The riskier a borrower, the higher the
Self-employed individuals tend to have irregular income, which
interest rate).
decreases their chances of getting a bank loan. This is
If your loan request has been rejected by a bank due to low because they do not have proof that their income is
credit, connect with a private money lender for financing. You guaranteed.
can easily get the loan on a less than stellar credit score.
On the contrary, private money lenders don’t pay much
However, private money lenders typically require collateral
attention to an applicant’s financial statements, as long as
(security for the loan) from borrowers.
they receive collateral.

You Need Cash Immediately

Choosing the right private money loan for your specific
After the financial crisis of 2008, banks have tightened their financial needs can be challenging. To make your life easier,
regulations and the loan eligibility requirements for borrowers. get in touch with commercial lending company, Harper
This makes it excessively difficult for new investors or those Financial.
with a poor financial history to acquire a loan.
Harper Financial offers a range of private money loans to real
Moreover, the loan application process itself can be extremely estate investors across the country. The company provides fix
lengthy as applicants need to submit a number of financial and flip loans, bridge loans, bankruptcy trustee payoffs,
documents, such as credit history record, salary statement, partner buyouts, confirming commercial loans, non-reaffirmed
loans, reaffirmed mortgages and more.
etc. At the same time, underwriters may take week / months to
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